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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background
In December 2018, GPO released a document titled “Developing a Multi-State Comprehensive Collection: FDLP
Preservation Services Pilot Strategies,” 1 in which GPO proposed a pilot strategy to explore the topic of digital
deposit as a service. To begin, GPO proposed its goal “to define a pilot project, including identification of needs
and resources, in order to implement effective solutions for depositing digital content within the FDLP program
with respect to needs for content integrity, preservability, collection development, usability, and user
community priorities.” In response to the proposed pilot, the Depository Library Council issued a
recommendation calling for “the creation of a working group to explore current and future needs related to
digital deposit - both dissemination of content and acceptance of content by GPO.” 2 This working group, with
representatives from Council, the FDLP community, and GPO, hosted two programs to explore community
definitions and expectations of “digital deposit” as a service model. Based on feedback from the programs, the
working group defined a vision for “Digital Deposit” as an approach to publication acquisition, preservation, and
dissemination. The working group is proposing a pilot that will explore technological aspects of digital deposit
and will inform changes to the collection and preservation of “lost/fugitive” documents that will grow the
National Collection by contributing content to GPO and its digital repository, govinfo, as a service hub.

1.2 Digital Deposit and the FDLP
Though GPO envisions Digital Deposit as a potential service or mechanism that could support both the lifecycle
of digital content as well as a comprehensive collection; GPO is uncertain what specific needs from the FDLP a
service like Digital Deposit could fulfill. Since 2005, GPO distributed biennial surveys posed varying questions
around the topic of digital deposit. 3 The variance in the questions asked make collecting qualitative information
about the topic very difficult.
In April 2007, GPO issued a white paper on what was then called “Digital Distribution” 4 which stated that 93% of
all new titles made available through the FDLP were available in electronic form; thus GPO would consider “an
affirmative distribution of authenticated and official published digital content to Federal depository libraries.” To
this extent, the focus of digital deposit was centered on simply disseminating publications as digital files.
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At this time, GPO had some early assumptions about what “digital distribution” was. For instance, it was
assumed that FDLs would want to download publications or receive them from GPO through a “push”
mechanism. In 2007, the questions and concerns relating to digital distribution reflected concerns on how to
authenticate files, synchronize files across libraries and sites, requirements for selective and regional libraries to
retain derivative files, versioning of electronic publications, and the role of libraries and redundancy of digital
information for preservation.
Between 2007 and 2009, GPO also witnessed a growing interest from FDLs now identifying digital deposit as
something which could be a collective effort, focused not just on access, but also preservation. The increased
interest in preservation led GPO to participate in the Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe (LOCKSS) USDOCS program
along with 36 FDLs. 5 With the existing ambiguity around whether or not FDLs were interested in receiving
content from GPO’s digital repository or simply having the option of distributed copies of content across the
FDLP, GPO established an internal policy that reflected the capabilities of FDsys at the time. This internal policy,
Superintendent of Document Policy Statement (SOD) 321 Digital Dissemination of Access Content Packages for
FDLP Digital Depository (2010) stated that rather than “pushing” digital content through an automated means,
FDLs would instead proactively “pull” content from GPO’s online access interface whether by means of saving
and downloading individual content directly, or harvesting content through an application programming
interface or similar technology. Currently, libraries still have the full capability to harvest PDF content directly
from govinfo. GPO also released a govinfo API which allows users to retrieve bulk summaries of metadata,
individual PDF files, and html files from over 30 different collections in govinfo through server requests.
How FDLs define “digital deposit” and expectations of digital deposit as a service continue to be complicated. In
the 2014 FDLP Forecast Study 6, GPO queried FDLs about their “most pressing issues, goals and viewpoints.”
Responses specific to “Digital Deposit” were mentioned in both parts of the survey relating to access and
preservation; this suggests that, across the FDLP, library expectations and definitions of “Digital Deposit” as a
service may vary from library to library. More frequently, through survey data, it seemed to be that interest in
becoming an “all-digital depository” was becoming synonymous with the language of “digital deposit,” thus it
became unclear if digital deposit should be considered a service model or a method of item selection. In 2016,
GPO’s National Plan for Access to U.S. Government Information7 highlighted a dedicated goal to increase the
number of digital depositories in the FDLP, but did not describe if digital deposit would be an explicit service or
activity going forward.
Going forward with the information collected so far, GPO recognizes that the demand for digital deposit has
been prevalent across the FDLP for nearly 15 years; however, there are differing definitions and expectations of
what “digital deposit” as a service provides to the FDLP and what priorities it is best suited to solve for.

1.3 Working Group Activities to Date
The Digital Deposit working group convened in early 2019. At that time, the group consisted of three members
from the Depository Library Council, five community members, and three representatives from GPO. Early group
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discussions aimed to define digital deposit for the FDL community and how it supports the National Collection.
The group explored options for digital deposit pilots defining for each the pilot objectives and the roles of pilot
participants.
As a means to share with the larger community internal discussions and ideas, the working group offered a
session during the 2019 Spring FDLP Virtual Meeting, Digital Deposit: A Value Proposition. The session queried
conference attendees to gauge their understanding of digital deposit, reception of participating in this work, and
offered a value proposition for participating in this work. Based on answers to questions posed and discussion
via the conference chat, it was clear that confusion about what digital deposit is persists.
In June 2019, a few members of the digital deposit working group were able to meet during the ALA Annual
Conference where a consensus was reached on proposing three pilot projects – deposit from GPO to Libraries;
deposit from Libraries to GPO; deposit from agencies to GPO. To share the pilots and continue to solicit
feedback from the community, the working group hosted an in-person session at the Fall 2019 FDLP Conference.
During this session the working group queried participants on the value of digital deposit, the role of the FDLP in
this work, need for this work, and needed support among other things; see appendix for questions and
feedback.
Since the FDLP Conference, the group gathered additional information about the possible expectations of
libraries that might receive digital content and GPO’s ability to share content. The working group has also
learned more of GPO’s expectations for potential pilot outcomes and how efforts could align with proposed
legislation that would impact GPO. Based on this feedback, the working group proposes a single pilot project 8:
Lost Docs reporting and ingest.

2.0 Project Overview
2.1 Goal
The goal of this pilot is to implement “Digital Deposit” as a full ecosystem approach to reporting lost documents
to GPO which are ingested and made available through govinfo.gov with an option to be disseminated to FDLs
through API technology. The reporting of documents to GPO could require a human-centered approach, such as
forming a collaborative relationship with the Rare and Endangered Publications Committee of GODORT or some
other entity. In addition, a technological solution to replace the existing LostDocs reporting process is intended
to be a piloted component of this project.

2.2 Objectives
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Since receiving its charge, the working group considered three pilot projects - the proposed Lost Docs project; a project in
which libraries ingest content from govinfo; and, a project where agencies deposit content with GPO. Because of limitations
on GPO’s ability to share masterfiles, the group decided not to propose the GPO to FDL project at this time. The third
project would require significant changes to GPO’s current workflows and mechanisms; it is out of scope for DLC to
recommend such changes and work demands of GPO.

•

•
•
•
•

Scope the pilot to House Document 116-4 – Reports to be made to Congress
It was decided to scope the project to the list of reports to be made to Congress in order to 1) keep the
project scope to a narrowly focused list of agency documents for the pilot; and 2) to better understand
the impact of passage of H.R. 736: Access to Congressionally Mandated Reports Act -- which has passed
the House in the 116th Congress and is waiting on Senate consideration.
Identify opportunities for FDLs to form a collaborative system for reporting publications to GPO
Identify aspects of document reporting which can improve GPO staff workflows for cataloging and ingest
Assess the usefulness of the current LostDocs reporting mechanisms
Create from a user perspective requirements for a long-term solution to creating an ecosystem
approach and eliciting minimum requirements for “Digital Deposit” and its various human-centered and
technology-centered components.

2.3 Pilot Stakeholders
•
•
•
•

Volunteers from FDLs and/or members of GODORT Rare and Endangered Government Publications
Committee.
GPO staff from LSCM and Program Strategy and Technology
Depository Library Council
DLC Digital Deposit working group

2.4 In Scope
The following items are the scope for this project:
●

House Document 116-4 – Reports to be made to Congress

3.0 Project Approach
The following avenues of work are intended to be conducted concurrently.

3.1 Lost Documents Stakeholders
●
●
●

The working group will recruit volunteers via various means (listservs, spring virtual meeting, LSCM news
alerts etc).
Capture initial stakeholder needs and user stories
o Conduct group discussion meetings about the current workflows for lost documents
Explore major aspects of lost documents as they relate to:
o Collecting documents (FDL community)
o Cataloging and indexing (GPO)
o Capture current state-workflows, capabilities, and limitations

MARC XML and Metadata and PURL and PURL Server Technologies were considered as part of this phase, but
decided that these would be better for future exploration.
Deliverables:
5

●

Documented current-state workflows, capabilities, limitations, stakeholder needs, and user stories.

3.1.2 Govinfo as an Ingest and Service Hub
●
●
●

Identify current mechanisms for reported documents to be ingested into govinfo
Explore future mechanisms
This will be the internal responsibility of GPO

Deliverables:
●

To be determined by GPO and reported to pilot committee

3.1.3 Stakeholders work on fugitives
●
●

Stakeholders will do their work, keeping track of metrics as work advances
Workflows to be determined by the stakeholders

Deliverables:
●

●

Fugitive documents from House Document 116-4 will be collected, described and ready for
incorporation into govinfo and CGP. Metrics and tools for doing this work will be collected and
reported to Council by the working group.
Metrics and feedback will include, but are not be limited to:
○ Tools utilized
○ Time spent
○ Number of documents searched
○ Number of documents discovered
○ Barriers / challenges

3.2 Proposed Timeline
●

April 2020: recommendation from DLC to GPO to implement pilot project

Timeline contingent on approval and recommendation from Council
●
●
●
●

Spring 2020: Recruit volunteers; there is no cap on number of volunteers
Summer 2020: Hold discussions and gather feedback around current workflows, user stories, project
processes, reporting metrics, and projected outcomes (as described in 3.1).
Fall 2020: e, pilot project participants will be under way with collection of fugitives (as described in
3.1.3).
Spring 2021: Working group reports out pilot metrics and feedback at Spring Virtual Meeting

3.3 Roles and Responsibilities
Role
Working Group
Members

Responsibilities
Cindy Etkin, Designated Federal Official
Lisa LaPlant, GPO Liaison
Jessica Tieman, GPO Liaison

Pilot facilitation
Communication with DLC

Robbie Sittel, DLC Member
Will Stringfellow, DLC Member
Heather Christenson, Community Member
James R. Jacobs, Community Member

Communication with FDL
community

Project volunteers

TBD

Locating and reporting documents
from HD116-4

Project manager

TBD

Directing and tracking volunteer
contributions
Ensure pilot work and
deliverables are completed
accordance with pilot timeline
Collating data
Reports pilot activities to working
group

3.4 Communication
The Digital Deposit Working Group has conference calls at least monthly, or more as needed on an ongoing
basis. Members also communicate via email and collaborate on documents.
The Digital Deposit Working Group offered Digital Deposit: A Value Proposition, an information session and
virtual discussion, during the Spring 2019 Depository Library Council Virtual Meeting. 9
At the 2019 Federal Depository Library Conference, the working group held a focus group style session. See the
appendix for questions and responses from this session.
Working group provides periodic updates to DLC.
Pilot Project Vision Document presented to DLC in March 2020.

4.0 Project Costs
4.1 Budget and/or Resources
TBD if pilot approved.
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5.0 Project Conditions
5.1 Constraints
5.1.2 GPO Constraints
1. Resources to implement any recommended changes to existing reporting mechanism

5.1.3 Community/Volunteer Constraints
1. Time and workload constraints
2. Institutional expectations or limitations
3. Technological know-how

5.2 Assumptions
With the majority of information being published directly to the web by the issuing agency, it is assumed that
GPO is not aware of all that is being produced. Because GPO is no longer part of the publication process, it is
assumed a large amount of federal information is being excluded from the CGP and govinfo.

5.3 Risks
The 2013 NAPA report, Rebooting the Government Printing Office, described GPO’s current landscape as having
“exponential growth of ‘fugitive’ digital government documents, which has complicated GPO’s ability to
authenticate and preserve valuable history.” With the majority of government information published on agency
websites and circumventing traditional print publication workflows, the potential loss of information to Keep
America Informed is greater than ever.
The unknown frequency of Congressionally mandated publications as outlined in HD 116-4 may result in a small
number of publications for the proposed pilot.

5.4 Opportunities
GPO has the opportunity to explore new collaborative workflows to decrease the number of fugitive documents
and increase content accessible in the CGP and govinfo.
The FDL community has the opportunity to comment on existing LostDocs workflow and be part of a potential
new service model offered by GPO.
The FDL community has the opportunity to contribute to the collaborative building of the National Collection.
Community will get more information on the extent of fugitives, how the situation comes to be, and strategies
for finding them. In general this will serve us well in bringing them into discovery and access paths.

6.0 Project Approvals

Appendix
A. Discussion Questions presented at 2019 Fall Depository Library Conference
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

What is the value of this work... to the community, to users, to others?
Who are the active participants in digital deposit?
How do you see the role of an FDL in digital deposit?
What does acquisition of digital-born government information look like?
How will these projects fill a need in the FDLP?
What risks do you see in these projects?
How will librarians engage with the projects? What type of engagement do you foresee with these or
similar projects?
What kind of support do you envision librarians needing to participate?
How will local patrons use the content?
What are your thoughts about authenticity of publications, chain of custody within the framework of
digital deposit, and authorization of various actors?
Do you have ideas/suggestions for other projects?
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